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Simple mock brioche keyhole scarf and cowl 

by Wei S. Leong 

 

Two very easy unisex projects each utilising 200g of Flagstaff Alpaca’s DK weight alpaca/merino or 8 ply 100% 

alpaca yarn.  Knit either a keyhole scarf or a cowl – or one for you and one as a gift! 

Size:  approx 15cm (6”) wide and 135cm (53”) long (or around).   

Yarn:  200g Flagstaff Alpacas DK weight yarn (approx 380m) (either alpaca/merino blend or 100% alpaca). 

Needles:  4.5mm (US7) needles 

Tension/Gauge:  34 stitches in mock brioche on 4.5mm needles = 10cm (4”) (exact tension not essential)  

For keyhole scarf:  

Cast on 55 stitches.  P1, *K3, P1*; rep * to * until last two stitches; K2.  Repeat this pattern every row until the 

scarf is 81cm (32”) long.  Knit 27 stitches in pattern, put these stitches on a holder.  Knit the remaining 28 stitches 

in pattern until the section is 8cm (3”) long, break yarn and transfer these stitches to a holder.  Put the first 27 

stitches back on the needle, and knit these stitches in pattern until it matches the first side in length., ending at 

the edge facing the held stitches.  Now continue to knit across the held stitches so that all 55 stitches are back 

on the needle.  Continue to knit until you have just enough yarn to bind off in pattern.  Weave in ends.  You are 

done! 



Simple mock brioche keyhole scarf and cowl – continued. 
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For cowl: 

(Depending on your level of skill and/or preference, you can either knit the length of the cowl and then sew the 

two ends together, or you can provisionally cast on and then graft the beginning and ending together to make 

an invisible join.) 

To make: 

Use your favoured method to either cast on 55 stitches, or provisionally cast on 55 stitches.  Now P1, *K3, P1*; 

rep * to * until last two stitches; K2.  Repeat pattern every row until you have just enough yarn left for two more 

rows. 

Finishing:   

If you have cast on “normally”, now bind off, and then sew the two edges together.   

If you have cast on provisionally, now undo the provisional cast-on and graft the beginning and ending together.  

Weave in any loose ends, and enjoy your cowl!   

 


